An algorithm for detecting homologues of known structured RNAs in genomes.
Distinct RNA structures are frequently involved in a wide-range of functions in various biological mechanisms. The three dimensional RNA structures solved by X-ray crystallography and various well-established RNA phylogenetic structures indicate that functional RNAs have characteristic RNA structural motifs represented by specific combinations of base pairings and conserved nucleotides in the loop region. Discovery of well-ordered RNA structures and their homologues in genome-wide searches will enhance our ability to detect the RNA structural motifs and help us to highlight their association with functional and regulatory RNA elements. We present here a novel computer algorithm, HomoStRscan, that takes a single RNA sequence with its secondary structure to search for homologous-RNAs in complete genomes. This novel algorithm completely differs from other currently used search algorithms of homologous structures or structural motifs. For an arbitrary segment (or window) given in the target sequence, that has similar size to the query sequence, HomoStRscan finds the most similar structure to the input query structure and computes the maximal similarity score (MSS) between the two structures. The homologousRNA structures are then statistically inferred from the MSS distribution computed in the target genome. The method provides a flexible, robust and fine search tool for any homologous structural RNAs.